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MULTI-PATTERN SPRINKLER PLUS MISTING SYSTEM
Step 1

41.5”
(105cm)

Place the tripod in the area
where you want to water.
Push down on the tripod legs
until the spikes are well
seated in the ground.
(Follow the waring yellow
sign on the tripod to avoid
crimping your thumb)

Step 2

Type A

Attach your watering hose
connector to the base of
the tripod. Tighten the
hose connector until firmly
connected.
(For setup, you can choose
Type A or Type B)

Type B

Step 3
Simply attach the gear
driver to the top of the
Tripod.

27.5”
(70cm)

Spray Coverage and
Distance Adjustment
Adjust the range tabs and angle cap to change
the spray coverage(from 5°up to 360°) and
spraying angle according to your need.

Spray Pattern Adjustments
Depending on your watering needs, you can manually select from the
various pattern settings :
FLAT - The flat pattern will provide a flat wave of water.
FAN - The fan pattern disperses water in a wide fan sharpe.
MIST - This pattern is useful to cool down a small area.
LARGE - This provides a larger watering spray area.
MULTI - This is a combination of the Flat, Fan and Large patterns.
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Level Adjustment Indicator

Water Distribution is dispersed according to the angle position you choose. The higher position, the higher the arc;
the lower position will disperse more of concentrative flow

HIGHER LEVEL (+) 0 ~ 3 :

LEVEL WATER:

LOWER LEVEL (-) 0 ~ 3 :

The appearance of gradual
reduction in water while
providing a more dispersed
pattern and further distance.

The flow is depend on water
source.
It’s the middle point between
dispersed and concentrated
patterns.

Increase water flow while
providing a more
concentrated direct flow of
water.

40 PSI

Large

Multi

Flat

Fan

Radius of Spray

39 ft (12 m )

37 ft (11.5 m)

29 ft (9 m)

27 ft (8.5 m)

Coverage Area
up to

4860 sq ft
(452 m²)

4470 sq ft
(415 m²)

2730 sq ft
(250 m²)

2440 sq ft
(226 m²)

A simple quick adaptor (1pc) and hose connector (1pc)which incorporates a water stop feature in included with this
product to simplify your watering experience. Simply connect the connector at the end of your hose, and then
attach your accessories to the adaptor. You can interchange various accessories in a just a snap without any need
to turn off your water tap as the adaptor will stop the water flow once you remove the accessories and no more
kinking or hose twisting as the adaptor allow you to swivel your hose 360° degrees.
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Quick and easy connections to 5/8-inch and 1/2-inch garden hoses,
sprinklers, nozzles, and or any other garden watering tools
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